UNCONVENTIONAL IR WISDOM NEWSLETTER
Why Transformative Companies
With Rising Growth Rates Trade
at a Discount
Transformative companies, which are significantly
changing their strategy and business model, are
usually also changing their financial profile and
capital allocation. With investors focusing on riskadjusted returns and preferring companies with
visibility, transformative companies may not pass
financial screens resulting in not being assessed for
their true potential and their shares often trade at
a discount.

This newsletter includes a case study and examples
of investor presentation slides that help to optimize
equity valuation and build investor confidence
and transparency for companies going through
transformative phases of growth and organizational
optimization.
These slides each have unique data visualization –
producing significantly higher investor memory over
common bar charts and pie charts.

CASE STUDY

Challenge
A technology company with SaaS cloud applications
was successfully executing and discussing with Wall
Street its increasing confidence for higher growth.
The investment community had a “Show me results,
I’ll invest later” response.
The company was trading at a discount because
it was not conveying to Wall Street the building
blocks to growth and not clearly presenting
accomplishments on its strategies and its
expectations.
Investor Relations (IR) Solutions
Craft a compelling investment story laying out
the business transformation with building blocks
(important strategies) to growth, including a
roadmap on how rising growth rates will be
achieved.

Develop a presentation that includes the company’s
successful track record of executing against longterm strategies and its expectations – this builds
investor confidence in management’s operating
expertise and future growth plans. Explain how
near-term results fit into the long-term strategy.
Target a limited set of high-value investors
who could support the company through its
transformation while improving shareholder
composition with long-term oriented investors.
Gain/leverage sell-side analyst coverage.
Share Price Results
The company’s share price increased 34%
annually, on average, during the next three
years, more than twice the growth rate of the
broader market.
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SLIDES THAT BUILD INVESTOR CONFIDENCE IN GROWTH PLANS

EXAMPLE #1 INVESTOR PRESENTATION SLIDE

Building Blocks to Rising EPS
This roadmap slide is a useful tool
for outlining your growth path to rising
EPS and build investor confidence in
the sustainability and durability of the
business model. The data addresses
the long-term, in this case two years,
elements to the company’s growth
plans which provides a qualitative
viewpoint for investors.

EXAMPLE #2 INVESTOR PRESENTATION SLIDE

Financial Drivers to Rising EPS
This slide shows the key influencers
to rising EPS which provides a
quantitative viewpoint for investors.

EXAMPLE #3 INVESTOR PRESENTATION SLIDE

Important Strategy (New Products)
to the Revenue Target
Focus on long-term strategies, areas of
the business that will move the needle
within the next two-to-five years.
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For a deeper conversation on how these apply
to your organization and how to optimize
your shareholder base and equity valuation,
please contact us.

Darrow Associates is an investor relations
and financial communications firm with offices
in New York, Austin, and Silicon Valley. The Darrow
Associates team members average more than
20 years of investor relations and Wall Street
experience and apply this knowledge to its client
base across a range of market sectors and
market caps.

ABOUT
DARROW ASSOCIATES

The firm’s average client retention is nearly 5
years. Our unique approach to IR includes 3 to 4
full-service clients per advisor, allowing for greater
personalized service. This is a significant advantage
to clients compared with other competing IR
advisory firms. Darrow Associates’ professionals
have significant experience in partnering with public
and pre-IPO companies in the technology, media
and telecommunications (TMT), business services,
alternative energy, clean technology, life sciences,
financial services, industrial, and aerospace and
defense industries.
Additional information is available at
www.darrowir.com.
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